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Ashburton Place — is it ready to be opened?

by Nancy Rezendes

University officials are preparing for a ribbon-cutting ceremony tomorrow marking the completion of the Ashburton Place building but many of its new occupants have found the building is not yet ready.

Students returned to classes this week faced with what many described as inconveniences, including no cafeteria, long walking lines for elevators, and a potentially dangerous traffic problem.

While Suffolk Business Manager Paul Ryan said the cafeteria will be ready Monday, only half of the 300 chairs ordered will be available. Ryan said the construction workers strike “made up压缩 our work. We have a lot of projects going on at once now,” he said.

The tables ordered for the cafeteria are in but Ryan said the remaining 150 chairs will not arrive until September 28.

ARA Services, which operates the cafeteria, said it has lost no money because of the delay. According to ARA spokesman Jim Dillon, ARA expected the cafeteria to open the 14th or the 21st. Dillon said since the company has a contract with Suffolk it has suffered no monetary loss. Asked if Suffolk lost money in having to pay ARA for the week lost, V.P. Francis Flannery said no.

Concerning a final completion date, Flannery said the building would be ready “in a couple of weeks.” But individual conversations with construction workers indicated that renovations would not be complete for a month to eight weeks.

In a past Journal article, Flannery said that “no one will move to the Ashburton Place building until all renovations have been completed.”

Flannery said Wednesday that the library would be moved to the 2nd building in November but according to Public Relations Director Lou Connelly, the library “will not be ready until the end of the year.”

One problem faced by students and faculty is the vehicular traffic situation on Ashburton Place and Bowdoin Street. Dean of Students D. Bradley Sullivan addressed the problem at the Student Government Association meeting Tuesday asking for their assistance.

On Monday, three students walking past the corner of Ashburton Place and Bowdoin Street escaped injury when a furniture truck sped around the corner and hit a parked car.

In a survey conducted of several students, most felt there is a lot of confusion and congestion in the new building. “It’s a nuisance. Too many lines is the whole problem,” said a student who didn’t want to be identified.

“Building will be ready nice when it’s done,” commented Spanish major Debbie Bigg. “Right now there’s a lot of confusion. You keep having to go up and down the stairs. I don’t bother waiting for the elevators.”

There was one report of students having to step over wet cement as they entered the elevator in the Ashburton lobby.

“Most of those interviewed were not dismayed about the absence of a cafeteria. “In the nice weather it doesn’t matter much,” said Bigg.

But another student felt the absence of a cafeteria was an inconvenience. “I’ve spent a lot of money going other places,” said freshman Debbie Carpintiero.

“School is good if you’re on a diet. There’s no cafeteria and you have to climb the stairs,” said Charlie Pappas.

Pappas added, “I notice this building isn’t built for handicapped people. They built bathroom facilities for them but not classroom facilities.”

But Flannery said the building is accessible for the handicapped. “I notice this building isn’t built for handicapped people. They built bathroom facilities for them but not classroom facilities.”

But Flannery said the building is accessible for the handicapped. “In the nice weather it doesn’t matter much,” said Birg.

Most of those interviewed were not dismayed about the absence of a cafeteria. “I’ve spent a lot of money going other places,” said freshman Debbie Carpintiero.

“School is good if you’re on a diet. There’s no cafeteria and you have to climb the stairs,” said Charlie Pappas.

Pappas added, “I notice this building isn’t built for handicapped people. They built bathroom facilities for them but not classroom facilities.”

But Flannery said the building is accessible for the handicapped. “I notice this building isn’t built for handicapped people. They built bathroom facilities for them but not classroom facilities.”

The Ashburton Place building... is it as nice on the inside as it is on the outside?

While students are adjusting to the building, workers are making adjustments for the official opening ceremony tomorrow.

Guests will be given a tour of the second and third floors of the building. Preparations for the ceremony include the installation of a revolving door, a stained glass window, and a display case.

Assistant Professor of Military Science Joseph P. Paddock

Deans decide freshmen can take ROTC courses

by Scott Reedy

Seeking to clear up some apparent confusion regarding Suffolk’s ROTC program, Dean of the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences Michael Ronayne and Dean of the School of Management Dr. Richard McDowell have concurred that freshmen are able to take ROTC courses. According to Assistant Professor of Military Science Joseph P. Paddock the mix-up occurred during freshman registration when the impression that freshmen could take only 5 courses was given. In fact, freshmen may take the one and a half credit Military Science 1.01 course, without causing course overload.

ROTC was established at Suffolk last year following the Curriculum Committee’s granting of six credit hours to the program. While only 6 of 15 hours of the program count toward graduation or any form of honors, all 15 hours are included on transcripts.

Seeking to clear up some apparent confusion regarding Suffolk’s ROTC program, Dean of the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences Michael Ronayne and Dean of the School of Management Dr. Richard McDowell have concurred that freshmen are able to take ROTC courses. According to Assistant Professor of Military Science Joseph P. Paddock the mix-up occurred during freshman registration when the impression that freshmen could take only 5 courses was given. In fact, freshmen may take the one and a half credit Military Science 1.01 course, without causing course overload.

ROTC was established at Suffolk last year following the Curriculum Committee’s granting of six credit hours to the program. While only 6 of 15 hours of the program count toward graduation or any form of honors, all 15 hours are included on transcripts.

An Extension Center of Northeastern University’s ROTC Program, Suffolk’s was formally established last April. “Right now 30 students have enrolled in the Military Science courses,” according to Capt. Padrick. Further he said that some are students from UMASS Boston and were taking it (the ROTC program) at Northeastern. Suffolk is now more convenient for reasons of commuting.

Curriculum for the Program is as follows: Basic Course (freshman and sophomore years), four semester hours (one per semester), open to all Suffolk students; Advanced Course (junior and senior years), 10.11 semester hours total, requiring a contract with the U.S. Army promising three years active duty, a summer camp (six weeks at Fort Bragg, North Carolina) requirement after junior or senior year.
SGA approves $93,907 for '81-'82 budget

by Wayne Dinn

The Student Government Association (SGA) approved a record $93,907 budget for the 1981-82 school year at its first meeting of the semester.

The SGA unanimously approved the budget which allocated $37,615 to the Program Board, $25,610 to the SGA, $21,282 to the Council of Presidents, and $10,000 to the Beacon Yearbook. The SGA is funded by student activities fee money, and this year the fee is up $10 to $45 per student.

Dean of Students D. Bradley Sullivan spoke to SGA members on the problems with crossing Bowdoin St. to Ashburton Place. Dean Sullivan said it was a dangerous situation from which an accident could result.

Dean Sullivan thanked the SGA for its help during freshman orientation. He also asked the SGA to help with Suffolk's reaccreditation.

In other action, the SGA:
— announced that freshman elections will take place on Oct. 5, 6, and 7 from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. in the Ashburton Cafeteria. Nomination petitions are due Sept. 25 and may be picked up at the Student Activities Office. The petitions must bear 25 freshman signatures. The offices open are president, vice-president, and four representatives. Candidates for office must present a speech on Oct. 1.
— heard SGA President Darren Donovan ask the membership to volunteer as guides at the formal dedication of the Ashburton Building this Saturday afternoon.
— voted to arrange separate weekly meetings with all SGA members to encourage participation in Suffolk activities.
— heard Senior Class Representative Douglas White, who is the SGA liaison to the Program Board and Council, announce that 50 tickets to the Nov. 8 New England Patriots versus Miami Dolphins football game will be available to Suffolk students for $5.

If you have a knack for writing, come down to the Suffolk Journal. We’ll give you something to write about.

Program Council Events

Buy your tickets for the Sunset Cruise
Friday, September 18, 1981

Aboard the Commonwealth
8:00-11:00
Tickets: $3.00 Suffolk students
$5.00 Guests
Tickets on sale in the Ridgeway Building

Thursday, September 24, 1981

Bette Midler in “The Rose”
1:00 p.m. - Auditorium

Friday, September 25, 1981

Rathskellar — First of the semester
Riley’s Beef and Pub

Coming Events: Arthur Miller and Miller’s Court
New England Patriots vs. Miami Dolphins
Sunset Cruise is first event of PBC

by Peggy Riley

The Program Board and Council (PBC) is sponsoring its first event of the semester, a "Sunset Cruise" around Boston Harbor, tonight.

The R.V. Commonwealth will leave Commonwealth Pier at 8:00 p.m. and will dock at 11:00 p.m.

Tickets are $1 for Suffolk students and $5 for guests. Suffolk students must present a valid ID to receive the discount.

The PBC's next event is a Rathskeller to be held Sept. 25 at Riley's Beef and Pub on New Chardon St. PBC President Ann Coyne said she hopes the 'Rats' will be able to be held in the Ashburton cafeteria once it is finished.

Rathskellers were held in the old Donahue building cafeteria until a fight broke out during one of the events in January 1980. Then-President Thomas Fulham cancelled the 'Rats' for the remainder of the semester.

Last year the informal afternoon gatherings were held at Riley's Beef and Pub, but the administration approved a proposal to hold the 'Rats' in the Donahue cafeteria and Coyne hopes to be able to hold the events in the new cafeteria this semester.

Coyne said she would like the PBC to schedule more cultural programming this semester. She is optimistic about the PBC's second year as a body. (Formerly all social programming was done by the Student Government Association, of which Coyne was a member.)

"I'm looking forward to a good year," she said, "because there is a lot of enthusiasm."

Multiple causes are reasons for phone problems

Suffolk's switch to a new phone system, coupled with a sharp increase in calls due to registration, has put a snarl in University's communications.

"We've been answering complaints nonstop," said switchboard operator Jane Scherban. "So many of the offices are being moved due to the construction of Ashburton Place, and callers constantly get busy signals," she said.

Scherban said the problems began at about the same time as the carpenters' strike, which halted construction at Ashburton in August. "A lot of trouble happened because of the carpenters strike," she said, "and things just have not been the same since."

When asked about the problems, Physical Plant Director Ivan Banks said, "Every system has its good days and bad."

Assistant Physical Plant Director Edward Farren said the phones are "working the best that they possibly can."

The new phone system will utilize a microwave relay system to transmit calls between buildings rather than the current system of underground cables. A microwave "dish" will be placed on the roof of each building and calls will be transmitted through sound waves.

University Business Manager Paul Ryan said the phone problems should be cleared up by the end of the month and the new system should be completely installed by mid-October.

The Journal is in need of newswriters.

Come to RL 19 for more information.
Do you live to eat . . .

. . . or eat to live?

by Mike Di Ramio

It seems that Americans eat more to satisfy their social lives than to nourish their bodies. Most people approach a meal as if it were a social event rather than a biological necessity. If this is so then how do the students here feel about the University’s lack of a cafeteria?

When this question was posed recently to students relaxing in the Ridgeway Lounge response was rare, and those answers that were voiced were apathetic. Of those who did offer an opinion, all wished to retain their anonymity.

The majority of responses can be summed up in the words of one senior who said, “I could care less; I didn’t eat there.”

One student expressed optimism over the new cafeteria, but remained undaunted about the question at hand. “It’ll be a new place and if it’s nice it’s worth waiting for. But, I never eat at the cafeteria anyway,” she said.

Oddly enough, the student who was the most adamant in his opinion made no mention of food. This freshman remarked, “This school needs a place to hang out. It doesn’t have one now. Maybe the new cafeteria will fill that spot.”

Upon reflection what may seem to be a woeful lack of concern on this question should not be interpreted as social frigidity on the part of Suffolk students. The University’s buildings are sprawled in an area that is fertile ground for more than a score of sub shops, delis, hamburger places, pizza parlors and various other eateries.

Basically, these spots serve as Suffolk’s dining room, offering more culinary diversity and social interaction than just one facility could provide.

In this respect Suffolk is luckier than a school like UMass-Boston, which is isolated on its own peninsula. Perhaps a better question to be asked is if Suffolk needs a cafeteria at all?

In Brief

Try It!

Trying to sell your car?

Or are you trying to sell that old beat up guitar? Whatever the item, Suffolk students can now advertise in the Journal classifieds. Inquire RL 19.

25 cents per line — 35 characters per line

99¢

for any film processing
— 35mm
— Instamatic
— Movies
— Slides

Kodak Paper

Next day service*

*Inquire at Suffolk University Bookstore

Good for one week only

September 21-25

Sociology dept. workshops

The Department of Sociology will be holding monthly workshop series on field experience in sociology, which is a pre-internship orientation program. According to Sociology Professor Dr. D. Donald Fiorillo, the workshops will be held in room 436 of the Fenton building from 2:30 to 3:45 p.m. The dates of the workshop are Tuesday, Sept 22, Tuesday Oct. 20, Tuesday Nov. 17 and Tuesday Dec. 1.

Students may arrange for an individual and/or group conference throughout the term.

RESUME SPECIAL

100 copies of one original on quality stationery paper

50 matching blank sheets

50 matching blank envelopes

$15.00 plus tax

523-3355

Don’t Delay — Do it Today

Suffolk students filling to classes in masse (above) instead of using crowded elevators discover other obstacles in their path such as workers (below) whom they have to walk around.
The Great Metamorphosis versus ability

by John Alabiso

This past Sunday I was awakened by the rays of the sun as it peered through my window. As I sat on the edge of the bed with my feet on the floor I realized that the rays of the sun had also enlightened me to the fact that it was the day of the great metamorphosis. I thought to myself as to when this great event would occur but I decided to just wait and let the great metamorphosis occur naturally. I felt it was better not to wait for the great metamorphosis as Linus does for the great pumpkin every Halloween. Reflecting upon that day, upon waking up I felt no change. I ate my bowl of Wheaties, no change, took a shower, no change. I read sections of the Sunday newspaper, no change, visited relatives, no change. I had a birthday party, no change. I watched the "New England Patriots and Boston Red Sox lose" (without a beer in hand, mind you) and still no change.

I went to sleep that night feeling disappointed because the great metamorphosis had seemed to pass me by as the great pumpkin does to Linus every Halloween. That prompted me to think about the great metamorphosis. After some thought, I categorized it as government rhetoric. Truthfully, I never fell for the fairy tale, I went along with it, just in case.

Now, aside from being sarcastic, it is time to express the actual theory which has been opined and contemplated and then formulated among the chambers of my mind.

First of all, the great metamorphosis and age are interchangeable descriptions of the government's viewpoint. Ability is mine. Since this is now clear, we shall move forward.

In order for one to logically argue a viewpoint one must first dispove the opposing viewpoint. Therefore, if age is the single determinant of human characteristics, the men and women of all ages experience events at different times.

An example is one that nature can't even make exact. Puberty, a male and female experience, occurs between the ages of 9 and 17. Note that the key word here is between. Now for the next order of business, the theory of ability.

Ability is the measure that the state government as well as the federal government should use instead of the flawed age measure. Ability should be the sole determinant for the many licenses, occupations and other age-infected prerequisites. Ability can also be adapted to all of the categories listed in the last sentence.

Taking a look at the possible overriding of age by ability, one would discover that hunting, driving, hunting and other general activities by the public would become safer. In order to achieve that, great metamorphosis, more details and strict tests would have to be given.

Currently, the three mentioned activities run amuck. Anyone can buy a boat of any size, motored or by sail, and cruise within the harbor or off the coast without a license and passing a qualifying test. Although obtaining a firearms license is difficult, most people still do not use one properly when hunting. There have been many cases involving hunting accidents which could have been prevented had the operator been more qualified. In addition, obtaining a Firearm Identification Card, which is necessary for the use of BB guns, is as easy as walking in and asking the clerk for an application.

Though some may say that BB guns are not dangerous, those who agree with such a statement apparently have gotten the case too long ago when acombination man accidentally killed his son when the BB gun which he was showing his son how to operate prematurely fired.

On the subject of driving, there have been many auto accidents among all ages because many do not have the ability to operate an automobile. The procedure to obtain a license has recently been eased by the state. State residents of 16 years of age can now apply for a permit and receive it without taking a driving test. They are able to drive a vehicle as long as a licensed driver is in the vehicle also. In obtaining the final license, all one has to do is pass a 10 question test, which is literally a joke, and prove themselves to an instructor in a driving course around the city which includes a three-point turn.

Returning to the subject of driving, there are those who are old enough to legally purchase and consume alcohol as well as repeat a procedure many times and become intoxicated. Then there are those who were brought up on wine and hard liquor and have the ability to know when they have had enough.

I could continue to attack the system but if the government ever converted to such a measure there would be many people restricted from engaging in activities such as drinking (more politely labeled socializing), driving, boating, hunting, and working just to name a few. Very good, I'm glad you noticed that I added on the word "working." Yes, people would be restricted from working if hiring and firing depended on the ability of the worker rather than sex, color and age. The current Equal Rights Amendment would come under such a philosophy.

In fact, if so applied at maximum, there would be no more cases of discrimination and there would be the disposing of pension. To take the point even higher; candidates for positions on local and state level would not have to wait until 18, 25 or 30 years of age, and candidates for the presidency would not have to wait until 35 years of age. If one really weighs all the evidence, as well as additional data concerning the subject, one should realize that ability is a far greater measure than age for its accuracy alone besides many other advantages. If such a philosophy were considered as an amendment to the constitution, I believe this country would be taking a great stride toward democracy.

Next week's article in the third part series on the Massachusetts drinking age will be written by another recently turned twenty-year-old.

Does Ashburton merit a ribbon?

This Saturday Suffolk will mark the official opening of the new Ashburton Place building for its official opening ceremonies Saturday. Only the lobby, second and third floors will be given a final walk-through.

In the past Vice President and Treasurer Francis Flannery has said that "no one will move to the Ashburton Place Building until all renovations are completed." The second and third floor elevator doors will be painted while the phone boxes inside the elevators remain empty. A stained glass window will be installed while 150 chairs needed for the cafeteria will not be here for at least another week.

The Suffolk administration and the Trustee Building Committee should have been more concerned with the actual structural completion of the building prior to its use than with its surface appearance for a ribbon cutting ceremony.

Will students get their $45 worth?

This year $10 increase in the Student Activities Fee allowed the Student Government Association (SGA) to this week pass a record 930,000 budget for the 1981-82 academic year. Of this $930,000, about 650,000 will be spent on social events by the SGA. The Program Board and Council (PBC), and the Council of Presidents (CP) are the groups of increased. It is imperative that the SGA, PBC, and CP keep in mind that they are funded solely by $45 Student Activities Fee each student is required to pay. These organizations, especially the PBC and the CP which plan most social events and guest speakers, must plan events which will have as broad an appeal as possible, as each student should be able to enjoy the benefits of his $45. As important as the type of event is the amount of publicity it receives. Even the best of social programs is doomed to failure if it is not properly promoted. The PBC has a publicity committee and we suggest the SGA and the CP develop the same. Suffolk has a history of poorly attended activities period events (speakers, club meeting, etc.), but the success of school parties and Raffles indicates that the lack of attendance may be due to lack of interest. This is a problem the organizations must work to combat.

The budget increases will give the organizations the opportunity to schedule more diversified events and to spend more money to publicize these events. But the question we ask today is whether the activities fee increase will be to generate more interest in their activities.
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Robin Young: “Integrity and Caring”

by Christine Altomari

Like her network’s mascot, former WBZ TV “Evening Magazine” correspondent Robin Young is one proud peacock as NBC News’ resident “storyteller.”

Despite winning two Boston/New England Emmy Awards for individual hosting at “Evening Magazine,” a reported income of $220,000 for producing income of $220,000 for producing work on the tube you can get an appreciation of her skills—what you don’t see is the sense of integrity she radiates. She helps all those around her to stay aware of their responsibilities to the audience. She brings a sense of humanity and caring to a business that can pay too much unseptic, phony studio environment. And I think that is shows.”

Present and past colleagues think otherwise. Concurs Tom Brokaw: “Robin Young is terrific. She’s the best young TV correspondent I’ve seen in a long time.” Barry Nolan, host/producer of “Evening Magazine,” offers more evidence of Young’s determination: “Watching her work on the tube you can get an appreciation of her skills—what you don’t see is the sense of integrity she radiates. She helps all those around her to stay aware of their responsibilities to the audience. She brings a sense of humanity and caring to a business that can pay too much attention to the numbers and money.”

Often it is this inherent sensitivity Nolan refers to that interferes with Young’s work. She insists that Robin Young “the journalist” and Robin Young “the person” are one and the same. Personal conflict is inescapable with being a communicator—not has host, “which refers to that interferes with Young’s work. She insists that Robin Young “the journalist” and Robin Young “the person” are one and the same. Personal conflict is inescapable with being a communicator—not has host, “which

NOTES FROM THE ATHLETIC OFFICE

1. Private health club at Charles River Park. $50.00, Mon–Fri., noon to 5:00 p.m. Pool, sauna, jacuzzi, universal, steam and more. Sign up now at the Athletic Office, Ridgeway 3.

2. Flag football rosters now available at the Athletic Office, Ridgeway 3. Sign up your team now Rosters due Fri., Sept. 18.

3. Varsity ice hockey team meeting Tuesday, September 22, for returning members, at 3:15 p.m. New candidates at 4:00 p.m. in Ridgeway 2.

BE SOMEBODY SPECIAL—PARTICIPATE ON A VARSITY TEAM!!
The following is a personal account of the Elder Hostel '80 held at Suffolk's Cobscook Bay Research facility in Edmunds, Maine. Rosalie Warren is a graduate student at Suffolk University.

by Rosalie L. Warren

Suffolk's first offering as host to the Elder Hostel at our Friedman Station and labs in Edmunds, Maine on Cobscook Bay was an exciting and satisfying venture. The twenty-five men and women who were greeted and assisted by Linda Cummings '80, came for a week of camp-style living and to avail themselves of courses, which were: Art for Enjoyment by Professor Ray Parks; The Marine Animals of the Maine Coast, Dr. Arthur West; and Terrestrial Vertebrates of the Moosehorn Area, Dr. Robert Howe. Assisting in all areas was Dr. Bea Snow, whose much appreciated services were entirely voluntary.

These elders, ranging in age from sixty to seventy-seven, are young in spirit and very much involved with matters pertaining to ecology and the sea. Sea life so attracted one lady that she was bitten on a finger by a crab. At last report both survived. Not one missed an early morning hike through the woods, or a boat trip to watch seals frisking about in the clear cold water of the Bay, or a trip to Moosehorn or to historic Lincoln House in Dennysville, Maine or to Campobello, which is in Canada, yet close to our station. There were trips to other interesting places in the area. One was to Reversing Falls, where the flow of the water reverses itself with the tides. This jolly group sang songs, told stories, saw films and enjoyed snacks. The congeniality was remarkable. Among the group were people from as far away as California, Texas, Alabama, and Virginia as well as the more "locals" from New Jersey, Pennsylvania, New York, and the New England States. The camaraderie was truly impressive. All loved the place and the courses which they attended with zeal.

Doing their part in connection with the smooth operation of the Hostel were Dr. Cleo Boudreau who voluntarily cooked and served most of the meals, and several undergraduate students who helped with cleaning up and other chores. All were happy volunteers.

Before parting, I asked our visitors to write a few lines as to their feelings and impressions of Suffolk's endeavor. Here are a few of their remarks.

"An introduction to a new way of enjoying life while still learning. The professors presented their material with a certain sense of humor. The location of the camp, super." —E. Decker, Concord, MA.

"A great Elder Hostel. The material interesting and well presented. The entire experience super." —V. Seabold, Harrisburg, PA.

"Have you really lived until you have stood in the fullness of the moon and watched Paddy the beaver navigate the dark surface of his world?" —unsigned

See Suffolk page 10
Duran Duran, a new sound

by Kevin Connal

Duran Duran, who is named after a major in the film "Barbarella," has achieved an enjoyable new musical sound. It is a crafty combination of disco, new wave, and rock. Many other bands have tried to combine these three musical elements, yet failed. Duran Duran is one of the few that is successful at it. Their music possesses a hard, driving beat which could be termed disco. The singing is 9-5/8th new wave, yet with only male vocalists. The rock portion is filled by Andy Taylor's lead guitar, although he insists, "I don't use my guitar as a lead instrument at all. It's most predominant, but just adds flavor and energy."

"Planet Earth" was their initial single off the LP. It is a vivacious cut with a vibrant disco beat. However, there is an interesting new waveish flair to the robust vocals of lead singer Simon Le Bon, the British band's newest member. This cut was released earlier in the year, and distributed to American discos as an import 12-inch EP. "Is There anyone Out There" is another dynamic tune that packs a powerful punch. Roger Taylor's fluid drumming perfectly complements John Taylor's (no relation) fluid bass. However, the instrument which predominates this song, and several others, is the strong synthesizer of Nick Rhodes. Their music possesses a hard, driving beat which could be termed disco. For Bruce Springsteen's "Grown Up," for an instant you wonder if it's himself. The guitar work stresses the yearning for his "Fara."

"Footsteps In the Night," is an emotional cut which captures you soul, and takes you back to memories of anxieties. Along with Tim playing electric guitar, the pace is set by Michael O'Neill on percussion and slide guitar and John McFee handling acoustic duties. A song which is sure to captivate any young woman's heart would be "Fara." Their music possesses a hard, driving beat which could be termed disco. A song with forceful guitar work that pounds your heart with an emotional thrust. Tim added a surprise to his collection of new songs by doing a cover version of Bruce Springsteen's "Grown Up." For an instant you wonder if it's himself. This is a powerful, yet controlled LP worth giving a good listen.

A Doobie goes solo for a powerful flight

by Donna Petron

This is an interesting new LP from a travelled session man who has worked with the Doobie Brothers. His lyrics are refreshing, and the music melodic. He is assisted on the album by a strong contingent of the current Doobie Brothers. "Footsteps In the Night," is an emotional cut which captures you soul, and takes you back to memories of anxieties. Along with Tim playing electric guitar, the pace is set by Michael O'Neill on percussion and slide guitar and John McFee handling acoustic duties. A song which is sure to captivate any young woman's heart would be "Fara." Their music possesses a hard, driving beat which could be termed disco. A song with forceful guitar work that pounds your heart with an emotional thrust. Tim added a surprise to his collection of new songs by doing a cover version of Bruce Springsteen's "Grown Up." For an instant you wonder if it's himself. This is a powerful, yet controlled LP worth giving a good listen.

Werewolf is dynamite

by Jodi Manfredonia

Imagine that yourself and a buddy travel through the English moors one cold, dreary night, you are attacked by a werewolf. Unfortunately, your friend dies and becomes one of the "undead," destined to wander the earth a restless soul. He will not rest until the werewolf body is strapped to his chest. What you'll see is his torso elongate, hair grows, hands turn into paws, and teeth, ears and muzzle extend. According to Life magazine this three minute transformation required arduous 10-hour makeup sessions and took weeks to shoot. Also, what you'll see as the gruesome, "undead," Jack is really a puppet controlled by a motor. David Naughton's legs disappear into a hole in the floor. Then a custom-molded werewolf body is strapped to his chest. What you'll see is his torso elongate, hair grows, hands turn into paws, and teeth, ears and muzzle extend. According to Life magazine this three minute transformation required arduous 10-hour makeup sessions and took weeks to shoot. Also, what you'll see as the gruesome, "undead." Jack is really a puppet controlled by a motor. According to Life magazine this three minute transformation required arduous 10-hour makeup sessions and took weeks to shoot. Also, what you'll see as the gruesome, "undead," Jack is really a puppet controlled by a motor. According to Life magazine this three minute transformation required arduous 10-hour makeup sessions and took weeks to shoot. Also, what you'll see as the gruesome, "undead," Jack is really a puppet controlled by a motor.
The music grapevine

by Kevin Connal

Wouldn't it be something if the Rolling Stones would just cross the Common at the Orpheum this Friday and Saturday? Maybe Zeppelin is being hush hush about their future plans, but rumor has it that they've been the search for a replacement for John Bonham, and that they may be back in the studio as early as January . . . Meanwhile, their fellow Swan Song artists Bad Company are currently in the studio and plan to release a new album in December . . . AC/DC is tentatively scheduled for a Boston show in November . . . Another Kinks show has been scheduled for Tuesday, September 29. If you've never seen the group, try it; and befriended by two female MR's. They are one of the best concert groups in the rock business, and always put on a super show . . . John Tull has just released a video cassette of the 1980 'A' tour. They are now heading into the studio to record their 12th LP, which should be out sometime around February . . . Eagle guitarist/vocalist Joe Walsh will contribute guitar work on the upcoming solo LP by the Who's bass player John Entwistle. That album will be entitled, "Too Late the Hero." That believable madman Bruce Springsteen is STILL touring, ten months after his Boston dates. He just completed a week of sold-out concerts at the 17,000-seat Los Angeles sports arena. No new plans for a new album, and funny characters which is led by Bill Murray, with Winger decides that the army is the answer to his problems and he convinces him that he is out of shape. His girlfriend all in the same morning. After he and Ziskey drive off in it to find their two female friends. These brides were forced to put on a show on and the highest bidder bought the young bride. Sound ridiculous? It is.

by Debbie Semel

The worst movie I've seen in a long time would have to be "Coming at Ya." This three dimensional movie is supposed to pick us up where other 3-D movies left off. Many people never knew what a 3-D movie was like. We only knew it passed across this image that something was alive on the screen. So for many, it was a curiosity that lured you into the movie theater. This movie takes place in the Old West with the good guy being the hero, (so what else is new?), and the bad guys, being the bad guys, (so what else is new again)? are taking revenge. And would you believe these bandits were all dressed up in black? These bandits kidnaped young brides to be. These brides were forced to put on a show on and the highest bidder bought the young bride. Sound ridiculous? It is.

of course there are scenes where you're supposed to sense things are coming at you. But the simple-minded script resulted in the 3-D effect being unsuccessful. When I left the theater I was still trying to figure out what I got out of it. But looking at the 3-D glasses, I remember why I went.

Murray succeeds in Stripes

by Jim Correale

One of the funniest films of recent memory has got to be Stripes. In his typical humorous style, Bill Murray, with the US Army as his vehicle, performs his typical humorous style. Bill Murray, with Winger decides that the army is the answer to his problems and he convinces him that he is out of shape. His girlfriend all in the same morning. After he and Ziskey drive off in it to find their two female friends. These brides were forced to put on a show on and the highest bidder bought the young bride. Sound ridiculous? It is.

One of the funniest films of recent memory has got to be Stripes. In his typical humorous style, Bill Murray, with the US Army as his vehicle, performs his typical humorous style. Bill Murray, with Winger decides that the army is the answer to his problems and he convinces him that he is out of shape. His girlfriend all in the same morning. After he and Ziskey drive off in it to find their two female friends. These brides were forced to put on a show on and the highest bidder bought the young bride. Sound ridiculous? It is.

Get your point across.

Adventures in the Journal.
Construction work (above left) being done on Ashburton Place Building last year. Side entrance of the building (above right) that was specially built for President Calvin Coolidge so he could leave and enter the building, then the Boston City Club, undetected. Artists rendition (below right) of the lobby of Ashburton Place which should be completed soon, according to reports.

Learning Latin in Light Speed

Continued from page 6

"It wasn't until the next class when that someone pointed out that the emperor had no clothes. When again approached on some tips on reading this classic, Prof. Hughes gave much the same answer I received. This time, however, someone had the insight to inform her that the Empire had fallen — this was America and the book was in Latin. The new suggestion was to enroll in a crash Latin course."

"After the Professor's apology, we were allowed to skip Horace (a relief, if only for the time being), and go on to the next book: In English."

In closing, I've some comforting news for those who have nightmares about being crushed by Federal Express trucks whipping down Bowdoin Street. The SGA is discussing plans for possibly hiring crossing guards. Whether they will be armed or unarmed was not mentioned.

Oh! I almost forgot. Tim Peters, manager of the Suffolk Bookstore, told me that he's accepting the Horace book back for cheerful refunds. And the English translation is on order.

Suffolk's main(e) campus

Continued from page 7

"It was obvious Suffolk was going all out to please us, not only with basic programs but with excellent meals, snacks and entertainment. It gave me the opportunity of visiting this remote part of our country." —R.S. Kaplan, Philadelphia, PA.

"The Friedmann Lab at Cobscook Bay: An encounter of the best kind! A most intimate and tender introduction to the Maine coastal life. An experience to be treasured all year long." —unsigned

"A learning experience, a taste of new interests to pursue, given by a staff sharing their expertise in such a manner that the novice is not afraid to attempt it. A rich experience." —Dr. & Mrs. S. Matz, Ventnor, N.J.

"The Faculty and Staff performed in an outstanding manner. With not one adverse comment, it proves beyond a doubt the dedication of the people conducting the program." —R.F. Fulton, Texas.

"Art for Enjoyment" was most rewarding and has opened my eyes to new fields and new horizons. It was for me an emotional experience. As an engineer there was no room for emotion in my work. This experience on Cobscook Bay expanded my previous limited knowledge in biology and as a naturalist," —unsigned.

As for myself, a completely urban person, the mosquito bites — very few actually — and a few lumps in the mattress, were all diminished in the congeniality of my fellow elders, so keen, and so eager to learn and so easy to get to know and like. As Janie says above, "Suffolk University has it all."
ALPHA PHI OMEGA
SERVICE FRATERNITY
ANNOUNCES

Fall Rush Party

Thursday, Sept. 24 at 3:00 p.m.
at Riley's Beef and Pub
Come and meet the brotherhood!

Forget the rest, RUSH the best!
Alpha Phi Omega
A.P.O.
SPORTS

Assistant Athletic Director Joe Walsh (Lisa Camenker photo)

Last day to sign up for flag football rosters

by Jim Currul

With the fall season starting on Monday, today is the last day to submit your flag football rosters. The league, already the most popular of the intramural sports is still looking for new teams.

Freshmen in particular are encouraged to form a team before today's deadline. Individuals unable to form a team can sign up in the athletic office where a team is being formed.

League director Joe Walsh described the play as "full contact tag" and says competition is spirited but good natured. Games are refereed by a squad of veteran officials led by Mike Rossi.

This year's champions will be honored with a plaque placed in the athletic office listing the name of the team and its roster.

Games consisting of two 25 minute halves will be played at the Charles River Field and the ten game season should run until just before Thanksgiving, when a four team playoff will be held.

The championship is apparently up for grabs as rumor has it last year's champs PH.W.O.L. has lost many of its key players. Two teams appear strong however, T.K.E. and the North End Raiders, and could be a threat to win it all this year. The Raiders last year, were strong starters who faded in the stretch but have vowed to take revenge.

The Journal will publish personal ads in the first issue of every month. The price will be 25¢ per line (35 characters per line. Deadline is the Monday before publication.

A YEAR OUT OF COLLEGE, ANDA STRAUSS IS MAKING AVIATION HISTORY IN THE ARMY.

"I'll be seeing Germany a way no tourist can. From the cockpit of an Army Chinook helicopter.

"I'm being assigned to a Chinook helicopter unit in Germany as a test pilot and maintenance officer, and I'm proud that I'll be the first woman to have that assignment over there. It's a real thrill for me.

"So was learning how to fly a helicopter. It takes a lot more skill than an airplane. If you think college is demanding, flight school is even tougher. It's not only academically demanding, it's really mentally demanding as well as physically.

"In Germany, I'll have a chance to use some of the leadership and management techniques I learned in ROTC. It's going to be a real challenge having command responsibilities.

"I'm also excited about living in Germany. I'm looking forward to travelling and doing some skiing. And I really want to learn the language and get to know the people.

"I got into ROTC really just to see what it was all about. For me, it all couldn't have worked out better.

Army ROTC got Anda Strauss off to a good start. Maybe it can do the same for you. To find out, stop by your Army ROTC office on campus. While you're there, ask about our scholarships and $1,000 a year spending money you can earn in your last two years.

And begin your future as an officer.

CONTACT:

Cpt. Joe Paddock

Military Science Department

Suffolk University

41 Temple St.

Boston, MA 02114

ARMY ROTC. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.